
Errata and remarks: Non-homogeneous Random Walks

Version 04/03/2023.

Thanks to Conrado da Costa, Chak Hei Lo, and Stas Volkov for finding some of the errors
reported here.

p41 In Theorem 2.4.5, the event ‘maxm≥0Xm ≥ x’ should be replaced by ‘supm≥0Xm > x’
(twice). For the proof, note that σx < ∞ if supm≥0Xm > x.

p41 Similarly, in Corollary 2.4.6, the event should be ‘supm≥0Xm∧λy > x’.

p48 In equation (2.29), the exponent on the log term should be γ − 2, not γ − 1.

p50 The proof of Theorem 2.5.2 is somewhat indirect. For a nicer argument, see e.g. the proof
of Lemma 4.1 of [3].

p62 In Theorem 2.6.2, the ‘a.s.’ should be deleted after ‘EXn∧τ ≥ 0’.

p65 In the second line of Example 2.6.6, it should say ‘θn := ξn+1− ξn’. In the line below (2.58),

it should say ‘ξ
(1)
n∧τξ

(2)
n∧τ − ρ(n ∧ τ) is a martingale’.

p70 In Remark 2.7.2, the constant δ−1/2 should read δ1/2 (twice). Similarly after the second
display on p. 73.

p75 The first display on this page has a typo on the right-hand side of the inequality; instead
of ‘· · · ≥ 4Cε’ it should read ‘· · · ≥ 1− 4Cε’. Two lines later, the text should say that the
event implied is min0≤k≤εX2

0
Xk > X0/2 (i.e., Xk rather than Wk as is printed).

p98 The first line of display (3.8) should read

∥x+ e∥ − ∥x∥ = ∥x∥

((
1 +

2e · x+ 1

∥x∥2

)1/2

− 1

)
.

p100 In the middle line of the 3-line display after (3.14), it should read P[σ > r | F0] instead of
P[δ > r | F0].

p103 There’s a factor of 1/2 missing from the ν(ν− 1) term on the last line of (3.17). This comes
from the second-order Taylor term at the bottom of p. 104, but goes missing in the display
in the middle of p. 105. The same error occurs in (3.23) and (3.28). This doesn’t affect
anything that follows, since it is only ever the sign of ν(ν − 1) that is important.

p108 In the first display of Example 3.5.3, the O(x−2) terms should both be O(x−1).

p117 On the 5th line of Example 3.6.2 ω(x, y) should be ω(u, v).

p139 In the penultimate display, there’s an Xm missing inside the second maximum.

p145 Lemma 3.10.8 is erroneous. Indeed, the claim that the last exit time ηx has E ηx < ∞ is
not always true for transient Lamperti processes. The statement of the lemma should be
replaced by E

∑∞
n=0 1{Xn ≤ x} < ∞ for all x ∈ R+, which is what is required for the proof

of Theorem 3.10.1. The argument in present proof of Lemma 3.10.8 is correct to the point
where it is shown EN < ∞, which implies that the expected number of visits to a bounded
set is finite, as required. The error comes at the top of p. 146, where it is claimed that
ηx ≤ 2rN , which is not the case. The question of when E ηβx < ∞ for transient Lamperti
processes is addressed in [2].



p221 The notion of ‘angular ergodicity’ mentioned here is too strong; cf. the arcsine phe-
nomenon [1, Corollary 4.15].

p284 The proof of Lemma 6.3.4 needs correcting, as the denominator in (6.50) is zero. In the
last clause of the first paragraph of the proof, choose instead x0 large enough that |g′(x)| <
1/(4c0), say. Then after (6.48), let a = 1/(2c0). Then the denominator in (6.50) is positive,
and the proof works.

p286 In the first display in the proof of Lemma 6.3.5, the two error terms O(x2γ−2) should be
O(x3γ−2).

p286 There’s an erroneous term in the last display on this page. The display should read

D = 2γx2γ−1 +
(
2 +Dγx−1

)
xγ tanα + 2γx2γ−1 tan2 α +O(x3γ−2).

Then (6.54) on the top of the next page should say

D = 2γx2γ−1 +
2xγ tanα + 2γx2γ−1 tan2 α

1− γxγ−1 tanα
+O(x3γ−2)

= 2γx2γ−1 + 2xγ tanα + 4γx2γ−1 tan2 α +O(x3γ−2).

The rest of the argument is not affected.

p292 In the bullet points on this page, each but the first has an S that should be an s.

p296 The fourth line of the first display should say ‘f1(s
−r
k )− f1(s) = . . .’.
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